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Abstract: Recently, many identity (ID)-based user authentication and key agreement schemes for mobile client-server environment
were proposed. However, these schemes are subjected to an inherent design weakness, namely, the server knows all users’ private
keys. Under this problem, these schemes cannot provide insider attackresistance or mutual authentication. Furthermore, some of these
schemes cannot simultaneously provide user anonymity, perfect forward secrecy, or leakage of session temporary secrets resistance.
In this paper, we propose a strongly secure remote user authentication and key agreement scheme to solve these security weaknesses.
Security proof shows that the proposed scheme can achieve mutual authentication and key agreement, and provide perfect forward
secrecy. Further security analysis shows that the proposed scheme can provide user anonymity, insider attack resistance and leakage of
session temporary secrets resistance. In addition, the proposed scheme possesses low computation cost and low power consumption.
Thus the proposed scheme is more suitable for mobile client-server environment.
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1. Introduction

Remote user authentication allows a remote user and a
server authenticate the identity with each other over
insecure networks. Mobile devices (e.g., smart phones)
are widely and popularly used in many electronic
transactions, such as online shopping, Internet banking,
e-payment, e-voting and pay-TV. Considering the limited
energy resources and computing ability of mobile
devices, it is inappropriate for remote user authentication
schemes to be realized in traditional public key
cryptography since most cryptographic algorithms require
many expensive computations and it suffers from heavy
certificate burden.

To avoid the above problems, identity (ID)-based
public key cryptography (IB-PKC) was introduced by
Shamir [2]. Compared with traditional public key
cryptography, IB-PKC eliminates certificate management
burden. Since then, many ID-based remote user
authentication schemes [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12] were
proposed. These identity-based schemes can be divided
into two types, namely authentication schemes from
pairings and authentication schemes without pairings.
The former authentication schemes from pairings are

described below. In 2006, Das et al. [3] proposed a
pairing-based remote client authentication scheme with
smart cards. However, this scheme suffered from a
forgery attack. To overcome this attack, an improved
scheme [4] was presented, however, it suffered from a
computation burden. In 2008, Tseng et al. [5] presented a
provably secure and efficient user authentication scheme
for wireless clients with smart cards. However, these
schemes [3,4,5] cannot provide mutual authentication
and key agreement between the mobile client and the
server. In 2010, Wu and Tseng [6] presented a user
authentication and key exchange scheme and also claimed
their scheme was provably secure in the random oracle
model. However, their scheme is not efficient. To further
improve efficiency, He [7] proposed a novel user
authentication and key exchange protocol from pairings
in 2012.

Authentication schemes without pairings also have
been proposed successively. In 2009, Yang and Chang [8]
proposed an ID-based remote mutual authentication with
key agreement scheme without pairings. Later, Yoon and
Yoo [9] pointed out that Yang and Chang’s scheme
suffered from an impersonation attack and did not provide
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perfect forward secrecy, and also proposed an improved
scheme. In 2011, Islam and Biswas [10] found these two
schemes [8,9] still suffered from replay attack and clock
synchronization problem, and cannot provide user
anonymity, perfect forward secrecy, or leakage of session
temporary secrets resistance. To solve these weaknesses,
they also proposed an improved scheme. Later, Truong et
al. [11] pointed that this scheme still cannot provide
leakage of session temporary secrets resistance. However,
these schemes [8,9,10,11] were inefficient due to a
special hash function called MapToPoint function. To
improve efficiency, He et al. [12] proposed an efficient
user authentication and key exchange scheme with
provable security in 2012.

In this paper, we find that the above ID-based remote
user authentication and key agreement schemes [6,7,8,9,
10,11,12] are subjected to an inherent design weakness,
i.e., the server knows all users’ private keys, and under
this problem these schemes cannot provide insider attack
resistance or mutual authentication. Furthermore, we find
that some of these schemes cannot provide user
anonymity [6,7,12], perfect forward secrecy [6,7], or
leakage of session temporary secrets resistance [6,7,12].
To improve security, we propose a novel remote user
authentication and key agreement scheme. Security
analysis shows that the proposed scheme does not suffer
from these security weaknesses. We also provide a formal
security proof for the proposed scheme’s basic security
properties including mutual authentication and key
agreement. Compared with several latest schemes, the
proposed scheme is more secure, practical and suitable
for mobile client-server environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some
preliminaries are given in Section 2. A brief cryptanalysis
of some schemes is provided in Section 3. Our scheme is
proposed in Section 4, its security is proved in Section 5,
and a comparison with some schemes is given in Section
6. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Notations

Some important notations to be used in this paper are
described as follows.

• q: a large prime number;
• G: a cyclic additive group of orderq;
• P: the generator ofG;
• Z∗

q : {1,2, · · · ,q−1};
• IDC: the identity of the clientC;
• CIDC: the dynamic identity of the clientC;
• (sC,xC): the private key of the clientC;
• (PKC,XC): the public key of the clientC;
• s: the private key of the serverS;
• Ppub: the system public key;

• H1,H2,H3,H4: collision-free one-way hash functions;
• []x: thex-coordinate.

2.2. Complexity assumptions

Let G be a cyclic additive group generated by pointP,
whose order is a primeq. We review the following
well-known problems to be used in the security analysis
of our scheme.

Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm (ECDL)
Problem: Given two group elementsP and Q, find an
integera ∈ Z∗

q , such thatQ = aP.
Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Problem:

For a,b ∈ Z∗
q , givenP,aP,bP, computeabP.

Up to now, there is no efficient algorithm to be able to
solve any of the above problems [13].

2.3. Forking lemma

Let F be a probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine
whose input only consists of public data. IfF can
produce a valid signature (m,σ1,h,σ2) with
non-negligible probability, then a replay of this machine,
with the same random tape and a different oracle, outputs
two valid signatures(m,σ1,h,σ2) and(m,σ1,h′,σ ′

2) such
thath 6= h′ with non-negligible probability.

For the details of this lemma, please refer to [14].

3. Weaknesses of some ID-based remote user
authentication and key agreement schemes

Recently, many remote user authentication and key
agreement schemes [6,7,8,9,10,11,12] were presented.
These schemes generally consist of three phases, i.e.,
setup phase, client registration phase, and user
authentication and key agreement phase. The detail
description of these schemes can refer to [6,7,8,9,10,11,
12]. In this section we analyze these schemes’ security
weaknesses from the common security weaknesses, user
anonymity, and security of session keys.

3.1. Common security weaknesses

Observing theClient registration phase of these schemes
[6,7,8,9,10,11,12], the server can know all clients’
private keys since all private keys only depend on the
master keys of the server. Thus these schemes [6,7,8,9,
10,11,12] are subjected to an inherent design weakness,
i.e., the server knows all users’ private keys. In the
following, we show that under this problem these
schemes cannot provide insider attack resistance or
mutual authentication.
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3.1.1. Insider attack

Insider attack is that the client’s private key is derived by
the privileged insider of the server. Observing theClient
registration phase of these schemes [6,7,8,9,10,11,12],
the privileged insider of the server who usually owns the
master keys of the sever can easily compute the client’s
private key. Hence, these schemes fail to resist insider
attack.

3.1.2. Failure to provide mutual authentication

From the analysis in Section 3.1.1, a privileged insider of
the server can know all clients’ private keys. Once the
attacker derives the clientC’s private key, he can
impersonateC to access the server just selecting a random
numberrC ∈ Z∗

q and performing the following steps of
these schemes inuser authentication and key agreement
phase. Therefore, a privileged insider of the server can
impersonate any client to access the server, that is, these
schemes cannot provide the client-to-server
authentication. Hence, these schemes fail to provide
mutual authentication.

3.2. User anonymity

For schemes [6,7,12], the identityIDC of the clientC is
transferred by plaintext, so an attacker can easily obtain
the identity of the client. Thus user anonymity cannot be
protected.

3.3. Security of the session key

There are two important security properties about the
session key, including perfect forward secrecy and
leakage of session temporary secrets resistance.

3.3.1. Perfect forward secrecy

A protocol can provide perfect forward secrecy, if private
keys of the server and the client are compromised, the
secrecy of previous session keys is not affected.

The session key of scheme [7] is sk = H4(Ppub, IDC,
α,U,R2) where Ppub is the system public key and
R2 = sU = rCPpub. Assume that an adversary collects all
previous messagesM1 = {IDC,U} andM2 = {α,Auth}.
Now if the adversary obtains the master keys of the
serverS, the adversary can computeR2 = sU . Therefore
previous session keysk of scheme [7] can be
compromised to the adversary.

The analysis of [6] is similar to that of [7]. Thus
schemes [6,7] cannot provide perfect forward secrecy.

3.3.2. Leakage of session temporary secrets resistance

A protocol can provide leakage of session temporary
secrets resistance, if session ephemeral secrets of the
server and the client are leaked, the secrecy of the session
key is not affected.

Assume that an adversary have intercepted messages
M1 = {IDC,U} andM2 = {α,Auth} of scheme [7]. Now
if the adversary obtains the random numberrC of the
client C, the adversary can computeR2 = rCPpub.
Therefore the session key of scheme [7] can be
compromised to the adversary.

The analysis of scheme [6] is similar to that of scheme
[7].

The session key of scheme [12] is sk = H3(IDC,TC,
TS,M,W,K) where M = rCP,W = rSP,K = rCrSP.
Assume that an adversary have intercepted messages
{IDC, TC,M} and {IDC,TS,W}. Now if the adversary
obtains the random numberrC of the client C, the
adversary can computeK = rCW . Therefore the session
key of scheme [12] can be compromised to the adversary.

Thus schemes [6,7,12] cannot provide leakage of
session temporary secrets resistance.

4. Our proposed scheme

Our proposed scheme consists of the following three
phases including system setup phase, client registration
phase, and user authentication and key agreement phase.

4.1. System setup phase

Given a security parameterk, the serverS generates the
system parameters as follows.

(1) Choose a finite fieldFp, wherep is ak-bit prime.
(2) Define an elliptic curveE : y2 ≡ x3+ax+b modp over

Fp, wherea,b ∈ Fp, p ≥ 3,4a3+27b2 6= 0 modp.
(3) Choose a public pointP with prime orderq overE, and

generate a cyclic additive groupG of orderq by point
P.

(4) Choose a random numbers ∈ Z∗
q as the master key and

setPpub = sP as the system public key.
(5) Choose four cryptographic hash functions

H1 : {0,1}∗ × G → Z∗
q , H2 : {0,1}∗ × G3 → {0,1}k,

H3 : {0,1}∗ × G4 → {0,1}k and
H4 : {0,1}∗×G5 →{0,1}k.

(6) Publish the system parametersparams = (Fq,E,G,P,
Ppub,H1,H2,H3,H4) while keepings secret.

4.2. Client registration phase

When a low-power computing clientC with identity IDC
wants to register to the serverS, S generates the private key
of C. C andS do as follows.
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(1) The clientC chooses a secret random numberxC ∈ Z∗
q ,

computesXC = xCP, and then sends(IDC,XC) to the
serverS over secure channels.

(2) Once receiving(IDC,XC), the serverS selects a random
numberyC ∈ Z∗

q , computesWC = XC + yCP anddC =

(H1(IDC,WC)s− yC) mod q, and then sends(WC,dC)
to the clientC over a secure channel.

(3) The clientC computessC = (dC − xC) mod q and
PKC = sCP. Finally, C sets(sC,xC) and (PKC,XC) as
his private key and public key, respectively. Everyone
who receives WC can compute PKC = H1(IDC,
WC)Ppub −WC.

PKC is correct since
PKC = sCP = (dC − xC)P

= (H1(IDC,WC)s− yC − xC)P
= H1(IDC,WC)sP− (yCP+ xCP)
= H1(IDC,WC)Ppub −WC.

4.3. User authentication and key agreement
phase

In this phase, the low-power clientC communicates with
the serverS. The phase is depicted in Figure1. The detail
is illustrated as follows.

(1) The clientC chooses random numbersrC,zC ∈ Z∗
q , and

computesRC = rCP, k1 = rCPpub, CIDC = IDC ⊕ [k1]x,
ZC = zCP, h = H2(IDC,ZC,Ppub,WC, XC), and
v = (zC − hsC) mod q. Then C sends
M1 = (CIDC,RC,WC,XC,h,v) to the serverS.

(2) Upon receivingM1, the serverS computesk2 = sRC.
ThenS extracts the clientC’s identity by doingIDC =
CIDC ⊕ [k2]x, and checks the validity ofIDC. If IDC
is valid, thenS continues to go next step; otherwiseS
rejectsC’s login request.

(3) Next, the serverS computesPKC = H1(IDC,WC)
Ppub − WC, Z′

C = vP + hPKC and h′ = H2(IDC,Z′
C,

Ppub,WC,XC), and then verifies whetherh′ is equal to
h. If it does not hold, then the serverS rejectsC’s
login request; otherwise,S randomly choosesrS ∈ Z∗

q ,
and computes RS = rSPpub,Auth = H3(IDC,RS,
Z′

C,Ppub,k2),k3 = srS(RC + PKC − XC) and
sk = H4(IDC,RS,RC,WC,Ppub,k3). Finally, S sendsM2
= (Auth,RS) to the clientC.

(4) Upon receivingM2, the clientC verifies whetherAuth
is equal toH3(IDC,RS,ZC,Ppub,k1). If it holds, thenC
computesk4 = (rC + sC − xC)RS andsk = H4(IDC,RS,
RC,WC,Ppub,k4).

The scheme is correct because
k1 = rCPpub = rCsP = srCP = sRC = k2,
Z′

C = vP + hPKC = (v + hsC)P = zCP = ZC, and
k3 = srS(RC + PKC − XC) = srS(rC + sC − xC)P =
(rC + sC − xC)rSsP = (rC + sC − xC)RS = k4. Thus the
client C and the serverS establish a common session key
sk = H4(IDC,RS,RC,WC,Ppub,
k3) = H4(IDC,RS,RC,WC,Ppub,k4).

M2=(Auth,RS)

M1=(CIDC,RC,WC,XC,h,v)

Client C Server S

Compute k2 = sRC

IDC=CIDC      [k2]x
Check IDC

Compute 

PKC = H1(IDC,WC)Ppub-WC

ZC' = vP + hPKC

h' = H2(IDC,ZC',Ppub,WC,XC)

Check h'=h

Choose rS

Compute RS = rSPpub

Auth = H3(IDC,RS,ZC',Ppub,k2)

k3 = srS(RC +PKC -XC)

sk =H4(IDC,RS,RC,WC,Ppub,k3)

Check Auth = H3(IDC,RS,ZC,Ppub,k1)

Compute k4=(rC +sC -xC)RS

sk =H4(IDC,RS,RC,WC,Ppub,k4)

Choose rC,zC

Compute  RC = rCP

k1 = rCPpub

CIDC=IDC [k1]x
ZC = zCP

h=H2(IDC,ZC,Ppub,WC,XC)

v=(zC -hsC) mod q

Z  
! q

"

"

 
! qZ

Figure 1: User authentication and key agreement phase

5. Security analysis

In this section, we discuss the security analysis of the
proposed scheme. For a mutual authentication and key
agreement protocol, mutual authentication and key
agreement are basic security properties. We discuss the
basic security properties in the security model (described
later) and provide a full security proof. Then we show that
the proposed scheme can provide other security properties
including user anonymity, insider attack resistance,
perfect forward secrecy and leakage of session temporary
secrets resistance.

5.1. Security model

The model is defined by the following game which is run
between a challengerC H and an adversaryA . A

controls all communications from and to the protocol
participants via accessing to a set of oracles as described
below. Every participant involved in a session is treated as
an oracle. We denote an instancei of the participantU as
∏i

U , whereU ∈ {C1, · · · ,Cn}
⋃

S. Each clientC has an
identity IDC. An adversary A is modeled by a
probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine. All the
communications go through the adversaryA .
Participants only respond to the following oracles byA
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and do not communication directly among themselves.A

can replay, delete, modify, interleave or delete all
messages follows in the system.

• Create(C): In this query, every clientC with identity
IDC is created. Specially,C’s private key (sC,xC) is
established. All clients should be created by this query.
ThusA knows the identities of all clients.

• Corrupt(C): This query outputs the private key(sC,xC)
of the clientC.

• Send(∏i
U ,M): A sends a messageM to the oracle∏i

U ,
and obtains the replay generated by this oracle.

• H j(m): When A makes this hash query with the
messagem, the oracle∏i

U returns a random numberr
and records (m,r) into an initially empty list
LH j( j = 1,2, 3,4).

• Reveal(∏i
U ): This query outputs the session keysk of

the oracle∏i
U if the oracle has accepted; otherwise, it

returnsnull to the adversary.
• Test(∏i

U ): A can send a singleTest query to∏i
U . Upon

receiving this query, the oracle∏i
U chooses a bitb ∈

{0,1} uniformly at random. Ifb = 1, then it returns the
session key. Otherwise, it returns a random string. This
query measures the semantic security of the session key.

For a mutual authentication and key agreement
scheme, we can divide it into three parts: client to server
authentication (i.e., the server verifies whether the client
is legal), server to client authentication (i.e., the client
verifies whether the server is legal), and the session key
agreement (i.e., both the client and the server agree a
common session key). For authentication, the adversary
can make Corrupt,H j( j = 1,2,3,4), and Send queries.
For a key agreement, the adversary can make Corrupt,
H j( j = 1,2,3,4), Send, Reveal and Test queries.

In an execution of our protocolP, we say adversary
A violates client-to-server authentication ifA can fake
the authenticator “h,v”. We denote this event and its
probability by C2S and Pr[C2S] respectively. We say
protocol P can provide client to server authentication if
Pr[C2S] is negligible. Similarly, we say adversaryA
violates server to client authentication ifA can fake the
authenticator “Auth”. We denote this event and its
probability by S2C and Pr[S2C] respectively. We say
protocol P can provide server-to-client authentication if
Pr[S2C] is negligible. We say adversaryA violates key
agreement, ifA sends a singleTest query to an oracle
∏i

U (A can ask this oracle a Corrupt query after Test
query), and correctly guesses the valueb. We denoteA ’s
advantage by AdvKA(A ), which is defined as
|Pr[A wins]− 1/2| [15]. We say protocolP can provide
key agreement ifAdvKA(A ) is negligible.

5.2. Basic security properties

In this subsection, we show that our scheme can achieve
client-to-server authentication, server-to-client

authentication and key agreement in the random oracle
model.

Theorem 1.Let C2S and Pr[C2S] denote the event that an
adversary A violates client-to-server authentication and
its probability respectively. Then Pr[C2S] is negligible and
our scheme can provide client to server authentication.

Proof. Event C2S means that there is some oracle∏ j
S,

which accepts but has no legal partner∏m
Ci

. In the
following, we will show that if an adversaryA can
violate client-to-server authentication with a
non-negligible advantageε, then we can useA to
construct a challengerC H to solve the ECDL problem
with a non-negligible advantage.

Given an ECDL instance{P,Q = aP}, C H simulates
the system setup algorithm to generate system parameters
params = (Fq,E,G,P,Ppub,H1,H2,H3,H4) where
Ppub = sP and s is the master key.C H gives s and
params to A . Four hash functions are simulated as
random oracles controlled byC H . Let qC, qS andqHi be
the number of Create query, Send query andHi query,
where i = 1,2,3,4, respectively. C H picks
I ∈ {1,2, ...,qC} and J ∈ {1,2, ...,qS}, guessesA can
violate client-to-server authentication against the oracle
∏J

S and the client with identityIDI , and interacts withA
as follows.

• H1-Query: C H maintains a listLH1 of tuples(IDi,Wi,
h1). When a query on(IDi,Wi) is submitted,C H

outputsh1 if it has appeared onLH1; otherwise,C H

picksh1 ∈ Z∗
q , adds(IDi,Wi,h1) to LH1 and outputsh1.

• Create-Query: C H maintains a listLC of tuples(IDi,xi,
yi,di,Xi,Wi,si). On receiving this query,C H does as
follows:
(1) If IDi = IDI , set Wi = Q, chooseyi,h1 ∈ Z∗

q and
computedi = sh1 − yi and Xi = Wi − yiP. Tuples
(IDi,Wi, h1) and (IDi,null,yi,di,Xi,Wi,null) are
added toLH1 andLC respectively.

(2) Otherwise, randomly choosexi,yi,h1 ∈ Z∗
q , compute

Xi = xiP,Wi = Xi+yiP,di = sh1−yi,si = di−xi, then
add(IDi,Wi,h1) and(IDi,xi,yi,di, Xi,Wi,si) to LH1
andLC respectively.

Without loss of generality, we assume that, before asking
the following queries,A has already asked some Create
queries on related clients.

• H2-Query: C H maintains a listLH2 of tuples(IDi,Zi,
Ppub,Wi,Xi,h2). When a query on(IDi,Zi,Ppub,Wi, Xi)
is submitted,C H outputsh2 if it has appeared onLH2;
otherwise,C H picksh2 ∈ Z∗

q at random, adds(IDi,Zi,

Ppub,Wi,Xi,h2) to LH2 and outputsh2.
• H3-Query: C H maintains a listLH3 of tuples(IDi,RS,

Zi,Ppub,k2,h3). When a query on(IDi,RS,Zi,Ppub, k2)
is submitted,C H outputsh3 if it has appeared onLH3;
otherwise,C H picksh3 ∈ Z∗

q at random, adds(IDi,RS,

Zi,Ppub,k2,h3) to LH3 and outputsh3.
• H4-Query: C H maintains a list LH4 of tuples
(IDi,RS,Ri,Wi,Ppub,k3,h4). When a query on
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(IDi,RS,Ri,Wi,Ppub,k3) is submitted,C H outputsh4
if it has appeared onLH4; otherwise, C H picks
h4 ∈ Z∗

q at random, adds(IDi,RS, Ri,Wi,Ppub,k3,h4) to
LH4 and outputsh4.

• Corrupt-Query: If IDi = IDI , it cancels the game.
Otherwise, it returns(si,xi).

• Send-Query:
(1) WhenA makes aSend(∏m

Ci
, “Start”) query, C H

responds as follows. IfIDi = IDI , C H first obtains
Wi = Q and Xi from LC, then obtainsh1from LH1.
Next, C H randomly choosesri,v,h2 ∈ Z∗

q , and
computes Zi = vP + h2(h1Ppub − Wi), Ri = riP,
k1 = sRi, andCIDi = IDi ⊕ [k1]x. Then C H sets
H2(IDi,Zi, Ppub,Wi,Xi) = h2, and adds(IDi,Zi,
Ppub,Wi,Xi,h2) to LH2. Finally, C H responds with
M1 = (CIDi,Ri, Wi,Xi,h2,v). If IDi 6= IDI , then
C H responds with M1 according to protocol
description.

(2) When A makes a Send(∏ j
S,M1) query, C H

responds with M2 = (Auth,RS) according to
protocol description.

(3) When A makes a Send(∏m
Ci
,M2) query, C H

verifies whether Auth is equal to
H3(IDi,RS,Zi,Ppub,k1). If it holds, then∏m

Ci
accepts

and terminates. Otherwise,∏m
Ci

terminates without
accepting.

If A violates client-to-server authentication, it means
thatA has made a valid forgery(WI ,v,h2) on IDI . By the
Forking lemma,C H can make two valid signatures
(IDI ,WI ,ZI ,h2,v) and(IDI ,WI ,ZI ,h∗2,v

∗), whereh2 6= h∗2
and WI = Q. Since ZI = vP + h2(h1sP − WI) and
ZI = v∗P + h∗2(h1sP − WI), C H can compute
a = hIs− v−v∗

h∗2−h2
. ThusC H can solve the ECDL problem.

C H succeeds if and only ifC H does not abort in
the simulation andA succeeds. IfA indeed chooses∏J

S
and the clientCI as the challenge oracle which is correct
with probability 1

qSqC
, then C H does not abort in the

simulation. ThusC H ’s success probability is ε
qSqC

.
Therefore, if ε is non-negligible, thenC H ’s success
probability is also non-negligible. This contradicts the
difficulty of the ECDL problem. Hence, our scheme can
provide client to server authentication.

Theorem 2.Let S2C and Pr[S2C] denote the event that an
adversary A violates server-to-client authentication and
its probability respectively. Then Pr[S2C] is negligible and
our scheme can provide server to client authentication.

Proof. Event S2C means that there is some oracle∏m
Ci

,

which accepts but has no legal partner∏ j
S. In the

following, we will show that if an adversaryA can
violate server-to-client authentication with a
non-negligible advantageε, then we can useA to
construct a challengerC H to solve the CDH problem
with a non-negligible advantage.

Given a CDH instance{P,Q1 = aP,Q2 = bP}, C H

simulates the system setup algorithm to generate system
parameters params = (Fq,E,G,P,Ppub,H1,H2,H3,H4)
wherePpub = Q1. C H gives params to A . Four hash
functions are simulated as random oracles controlled by
C H . Let qC, qS andqHi be the numbers of Create query,
Send query andHi query, wherei = 1,2,3,4, respectively.
C H picksI ∈ {1,2, ...,qC} andJ ∈ {1,2, ...,qS}, guesses
A can violate server-to-client authentication against the
oracle∏J

CI
, and interacts withA as follows.

• Hash-Query: All hash queries are simulated the same as
described in Theorem 1.

• Create-Query: C H maintains a list LC of tuples
(IDi,xi, yi,di,Xi,Wi,si). On receiving this query,C H

chooses xi,h1, di ∈ Z∗
q at random, computes

Xi = xiP,Yi = h1Ppub − diP,Wi = Yi + xiP,si = di − xi,
then adds(IDi,Wi,h1) and (IDi,xi,null,di,Xi,Wi,si) to
LH1 andLC respectively.

• Corrupt-Query: It returns the private key(si,xi) of Ci.
• Send-Query:

(1) WhenA makes aSend(∏m
Ci
, “Start”) query, C H

responds as follows. If∏m
Ci

= ∏J
CI

, C H sets
Ri = Q2, chooseszi ∈ Z∗

q ,k1 ∈ G, and computes
CIDi = IDi ⊕ [k1]x,
Zi = ziP,h2 = H2(IDi,Zi,Ppub,Wi,Xi) and
v = zi − h2si mod q. Finally, C H responds with
M1 = (CIDi,Ri,Wi,Xi,h2,v). Otherwise, C H

responds withM1 according to protocol description.

(2) When A makes a Send(∏ j
S,M1) query, C H

computes IDi = CIDi ⊕ [k1]x,
Z′

i = vP + h2(H1(IDi,Wi)Ppub − Wi) and
h′ = H2(IDi,Z′

i ,Ppub,Wi,Xi), and then verifies
whetherh′ is equal toh. If it holds, C H randomly
chooses rS ∈ Z∗

q , computes
RS = rSPpub,k3 = rSk1 + rS(sC − xC)Ppub,Auth =
H3(IDi,RS,Z′

i ,Ppub,k1) and
sk = H4(IDi,RS,Ri,Wi,Ppub,k3), and responds with
M2 = (Auth, RS).

(3) When A makes a Send(∏m
Ci
,M2) query, C H

verifies whether Auth is equal to
H3(IDi,RS,Zi,Ppub,k1). If it holds, then∏m

Ci
accepts

and terminates. Otherwise,∏m
Ci

terminates without
accepting.

If A violates server-to-client authentication, it means
thatA has made the correspondingH3 query on(IDi,RS,
Zi,Ppub,k2). C H chooses a tuple(IDi,RS,Zi,Ppub,k2, h3)
from LH3, and then outputsk2 as the solution to the CDH
problem.

C H succeeds if and only ifA chooses∏J
CI

as the
challenge oracle and finds the corresponding item from
LH3 andA succeeds. The probability thatA chooses∏J

CI

as the challenge oracle is 1
qSqC

. Thus the success
probability of C H is ε

qSqCqH3
. Therefore, if ε is

non-negligible, then the success probability ofC H is
also non-negligible. This contradicts the hardness of the
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CDH problem. Hence, our scheme can provide server to
client authentication.

Theorem 3.Assume an adversary A can correctly guess
the value b involved in the Test-query with a non-negligible
advantage ε , then we can construct a challenger C H to
solve the CDH problem with a non-negligible probability.
Thus Our scheme can provide key agreement.

Proof. Given a CDH instance{P,Q1 = aP,Q2 = bP},
C H simulates the system setup algorithm to generate
parameters params = (Fq,E,G,P,Ppub,H1,H2,H3,H4)
where Ppub = sP and s is the master key.C H gives
params ands to A . All hash functions are simulated as
random oracles controlled byC H . Let qC, qS andqHi be
number of the Create query, Send query andHi query,
where i = 1,2,3,4, respectively. C H picks
I ∈ {1,2, ...,qC} andJ,L ∈ {1,2, ...,qS}, guessesA will
select the oracle∏J

CI
to ask Test query after∏L

S has had a
matching conversation to∏J

CI
, and interacts withA as

follows.

• Hash-Query: All hash queries are simulated the same as
described in Theorem 1.

• Create-Query: C H maintains a listLC of tuples(IDi,xi,
yi,di,Xi,Wi,si). On receiving this query,C H chooses
xi,yi, h1 ∈ Z∗

q at random, computesXi = xiP,Wi = Xi +

yiP,di = sh1−yi,si = di −xi, then adds(IDi,xi,yi,di,Xi,
Wi,si) and(IDi,Wi,h1) to LC andLH1 respectively.

• Corrupt-Query: It returns the private key(si,xi) of Ci.
• Send-Query:

(1) WhenA makes aSend(∏m
Ci
, “Start”) query, C H

responds as follows. If∏m
Ci

= ∏J
CI

, C H chooses
zi ∈ Z∗

q , sets Ri = Q1, and computes
k1 = sRi,CIDi = IDi ⊕ [k1]x,
Zi = ziP,h2 = H2(IDi,Zi,Ppub,Wi, Xi) and
v = zi − h2si mod q. Finally, C H responds with
M1 = (CIDi,Ri,Wi,Xi,h2,v). Otherwise, C H

responds withM1 according to protocol description.
(2) WhenA makes aSend(∏ j

S,M1) query,C H does

as follows. If ∏ j
S = ∏L

S , C H computes
CIDi = IDi ⊕ [k1]x,
Z′

i = vP + h2(H1(IDi,Wi)Ppub − Wi) and
h′ = H2(IDi,Z′

i ,Ppub,Wi,Xi), and then verifies
whether h′ is equal to h. If it holds, C H sets
RS = Q2, chooses k3 ∈ G,sk ∈ Z∗

q , computes
Auth = H3(IDi,RS,Z′

i ,Ppub,k1), adds (IDi,RS,
Ri,Wi,Ppub,k3,sk) to LH4, and responds withM2

= (Auth,RS). If ∏ j
S 6= ∏L

S , thenC H responds with
M2 according to protocol description.

(3) When A makes a Send(∏m
Ci
,M2) query, C H

verifies whether Auth is equal to
H3(IDi,RS,Zi,Ppub,k1). If it holds, then∏m

Ci
accepts

and terminates. Otherwise,∏m
Ci

terminates without
accepting.

• Reveal-Query: If ∏m
Ci

= ∏J
CI

, C H aborts. Otherwise,
C H returns the session keysk.

• Test-Query: If ∏m
Ci
6= ∏J

CI
, C H aborts. Otherwise,C H

randomly picksξ ∈ {0,1}k and returnsξ as the answer.

If A violates key agreement, it means thatA has
made the correspondingH4 query on(IDi,RS,Ri,Wi,Ppub,
k3). C H chooses a tuple(IDi,RS,Ri,Wi,Ppub,k3,h4)
from LH4, obtains si and xi from LC and outputs
abP = k3 + (xi − si)Q2 as the solution to the CDH
problem.

C H succeeds if and only ifC H does not abort in
the simulation and finds the corresponding item fromLH4

and A succeeds. IfA indeed chooses∏J
CI

who has a
matching conversation to∏L

S as the test oracle which is
correct with probability 1

q2
SqC

, thenC H does not abort in

the simulation. ThusC H ’s success probability is
ε

q2
SqCqH4

. Therefore, if ε is non-negligible, thenC H ’s

success probability is also non-negligible. This
contradicts the difficulty of the CDH problem. Hence, our
scheme can provide key agreement.

5.3. Other security properties

In the following, we first show that the proposed scheme
can provide perfect forward secrecy by using Theorem 3.
Then we show that the proposed scheme can resist insider
attack and provide user anonymity and leakage of session
temporary secrets resistance.

Theorem 4. Our scheme can provide perfect forward
secrecy if the CDH problem is intractable.

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3, we know that the
master keys of the serverS are known by adversaryA .
In Theorem 3, whenA makes a corrupt query onIDC,
C H returns(sC,xC). Since the single Test query is asked
before the Corrupt-query, Theorem 3 still holds. Hence our
scheme can provide perfect forward secrecy.

Theorem 5. Our scheme can resist insider attack if the
ECDL problem is intractable.

Proof. Assume that the clientC’s private key is(sC,xC)
wheresC = dC −xC. From the client registration phase, the
serverS can know the value(dC,XC) whereXC = xCP. To
derive(sC,xC) from (dC,XC), the adversary must knowxC
which is as hard as solving the ECDL problem. Therefore,
Theorem 5 holds.

Theorem 6.Our scheme can provide user anonymity if the
CDH problem is intractable.

Proof. In our scheme, the identityIDC is protected by
CIDC. The computation ofCIDC = IDC ⊕ [k1]x requires
the knowledge ofk1, but RC is sent to the server rather
than k1, and k1 = rCPpub = sRC. Without s and rC,
computingk1 from RC andPpub = sP is as hard as solving
the CDH problem. Therefore, Theorem 6 holds.
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Theorem 7. Our scheme can provide leakage of session
temporary secrets resistance if the CDH problem is hard.

Proof. The session key of our scheme issk = H4(IDC,
RS,RC,WC,Ppub,k), whereRC = rCP,RS = rSPpub,k = srS
(RC + PKC − XC) = (rC + sC − xC)rSPpub,
Ppub = sP,XC = xCP,PKC = sCP. Assume the session
ephemeral secretsrC andrS are disclosed, now we show
that from this disclosure the adversary cannot computesk.
Obviously, the computation ofsk requires the knowledge
of k. To computek, the adversary must knows or (sC,xC).
However, withouts and (sC,xC), computingk from Ppub
and PKC − XC is as hard as solving the CDH problem.
Therefore, Theorem 7 holds.

6. Comparison with competitive schemes

In this section, we compare our scheme with several
remote user authentication and key agreement schemes in
terms of computation efficiency and security.

To measure the computation efficiency, we use the
following symbols.

• P: a pairing;
• MP: a pairing-based scalar multiplication;
• ME : an ECC-based scalar multiplication;
• HM2P: a map-to-point hash;
• H: a one-way hash;
• Inv: a modular inversion;
• PA: a point addition.

We adopt different hard platforms for the server and
the client with low-power computing devices, due to their
different computation abilities. Specifically, as in [16], the
hard platforms for the client and the server are a 36MHZ
Philips HiPer smart card with 16KB RAM memory and a
PIV 3GHZ processor with 512MB memory and the
Windows XP operation system, respectively. For the
pairing-based protocols, to achieve 1024-bit RSA level
security, we use the Ate pairing defined over a
non-supersingular curve over a finite fieldFp, with
p = 512 bits and a large prime orderq = 160 bits. For the
ECC-based protocols without pairings, to achieve the
same security level, we employ the ECC group on Koblitz
elliptic curve y2 = x3 + ax2 + b defined onF2163 with
a = 1 andb a 163-bit random prime. The running time of
operations for the server and the client by using MIRACL
library [17] are summarized in Table1.

Table 1: Cryptographic operation time

P MP ME Inv PA H HM2P
Server (ms) 3.16 1.17 0.83< 0.3 < 0.1 < 0.01 < 1
Client (s) 0.38 0.13 0.09< 0.03< 0.01< 0.001< 0.1

We judge these schemes’ security by checking
whether they can provide insider attack resistance, mutual
authentication, perfect forward security, leakage of
session temporary secrets resistance and user anonymity.
Furthermore, we also judge these schemes’ security by
checking whether the security is formally proven.

In Table 2, we demonstrate comparisons among our
scheme and five recently proposed remote user
authentication and key agreement schemes for mobile
client-server environment [6,7,10,11,12], where
execution times are measured using Table1. In Table2,
we know that the server side of our scheme requires
5ME + 3PA + 4H, since vP + hPKC can be computed
simultaneously through the simultaneous multiple scalar
multiplication [18].

From Table 2, it is easy to draw the following
conclusions: (1) our scheme has stronger security and
higher efficiency than schemes [6,7,11], and (2) our
scheme has stronger security than schemes [10,12], but
only loss a little efficiency. To sum up, our scheme is
more secure, practical and suitable for mobile
client-server environment.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown some identity-based user
authentication and key agreement schemes cannot
provide insider attack resistance or mutual authentication,
and some of these schemes cannot provide user
anonymity, perfect forward secrecy or leakage of session
temporary secrets resistance. Then we have proposed an
improved remote user authentication and key agreement
scheme. Security analysis shows that our scheme can
avoid these security problems. Under the ECDL problem
and the CDH problem and in the random oracle model,
we have shown that our scheme can achieve mutual
authentication and key agreement. Protocol comparison
shows that our scheme is more secure, piratical and
suitable for mobile client-server environment.
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